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Budget deficit prompts restraint
By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHJ
Academic and other departments,
as well as auxilary enterprises at the
college have been asked to exercise
restraint in expenditure for die re-
mainder of the year to prevent the
College from incurring a budget defi-
cit.
In a memorandum dated Mar. 17,
R. Stanton Hales, vice president for
academic affairs, asked department
and program chairs to assist the col-
lege in achieving a balanced budget
According to William Snoddy ,vice
president for finance and business,
lun-academ- ic departments such as
the physical plant, computer center
and treasurer'soffice havebeenasked
to do the same.
Hales said, "We are projecting a
deficit of $171,000 in the budget at
the end of the year and if everyone is
careful with their budgets, we can
greatly reduce the deficit." He added,
"We had a deficit of $435,000 last
year. We'd rather not have a deficit
two years in a row."
According toSnoddy, the College's
income is running behind and the
Music enhances South
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
Dr. Guy Beck of Louisiana State
University presented "The Develop-
ment of South Asian Classical Mu- -'
sic" through slidesand a performance
Tuesday night in Lowry Pit as part of
the Scum Asia Week activities.
Beck's slide presentation traced the
history oflndian classical musk back
to its Hindu heritage 2,000 to 3,000
years ago. "The music is considered
a devotional and spiritual experience
handed from the gods to man and is
used as a means for elevation of the
spirit and soul," he said. He explained
that its roots are found in Hindu
templeswhere priests and saints gam- -,
ered.
The sacred music became popular
in the courts of Hindu and Muslim
longs who had musicians play for
ambiance. Since the tradition was
passed on from generation to genera-tio-n,
the structurebecame refined and
polished, allowing it to be distin-
guished from the less refined style of
Indian folk music
Beck described several personali-
ties who had an influence in carrying
on the tradition, including a 16th-centu- ry
man named Tansen who
learned the music and passed it on to
many followers.
Beck also explained the place that
flasftirai music has in current Indian
culture. He said, "There are now lots
deficit that might occur as a result
needs to be minimized.
Hales stated that his March memo-
randum was "a gentle warning just
an attempt to remind departments that
extra money at the end of the year
should not beused tobuy unnecessary
things."
Snoddy said that he did not expect
departrnentstoniakemightycutbacks.
It was a "general request to look at
what, if any, reductions are possible
between now and year end."
In his memorandum. Hales requests
departments to "discontinue autho-
rizing overtime work for hourly em-
ployees as well as the use of tempo-
rary help for the remainder of the
year."
Hales said that the main reason for
a reduction in college income over the
past year is the fall in income from
auxilary enterprises, such as food ser-
vice and Wilson bookstore.
He said, "Income from auxilary
enterprises has dropped because the
number of students enrolling for the
second semester was lower than we
had projected." According to Hales,
the normal fallout in student enroll
of people learning. The musk has
reached the masses through schools.
Radio has also helped to propagate it.
You no longer have to be the son of a
muskian." '
For the performance portion of the
presentation. Beck played an instru-
ment called the harmonium and was
joined by religious studies Professor
Ishwar Harris on drums called tabla.
Both men teamed how to play these
"-- ", I '
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ment from fall to spring semester is
50-6- 0 students. This year it went up
to 100 students.
According to Hales, a number of
students on off-camp-us study pro-
grams havedecided not to come back.
He said, "What was surprising was
mat many students studying abroad
decided to stay on abroad for an-
other semester."
Both Hales and Snoddy stated that
other general reasons for the fall in
income were the fact that more stu-
dents required increased financial aid
and. the overall recession in the
economy.
According to Hales, many colleges
are facing the problem of reduced
income. He said, "We are fortunate
not to be in a very bad position. Sev-
eral colleges have had to take out one
to two million dollars from their
Department chairs seem to have
taken the memorandum cheerfully.
David Powell, chair of the chemistry
department, said, "We are all in this
together. Things are tougher eco-
nomically and we will try to be care-
ful."
Asia Week
instruments in India. Beck sang seven
songs in Hindi, demonstrating the
broad range singing voice necessary
for the songs.- - .
Harris said, "Most of the songs
were devotional in which the devotee
sings praises to Krishna, a popular
deity in India. Some themes dealt
with what happens when a person is
please see SOUTH ASIA, page 2
photo by ELIZABETH MADISON
A slide from the presentation on South Asian classical musk Tuesday
night in Lowry pit -
KcycJmg
program
to stay
By ANDY DUKER
The College's current recycling
program will remain in place, due to
adecision by theEnvironmental Task
Force (ETF) last Thursday. April 7
not to recommend a program change.
"No one could offer a compelling
reason for why we would want to
change from the current program,"
said Task force member Marilyn
Loveless, professor of biology and
ecology. "What we did was look at
another alternative. ... When we
looked at the all the issues involved,
theETF in general felt good about the
program we have, and we've madeno
recommendation to change it"
Dwayne Davis,director ofresiden-
tial life and chair of the task force, felt
comfortable with the decision. "I
think we would be remiss in our du-
ties if we didn't examine our op-
tions."
Nathaniel Hitt '96. who attended
the meeting.beueved that debate over
the programs was a "healthy pro-
cess." Hitt added that with the im-
pending change in the recycling coor-
dinator position, it made sense to re-
evaluate the program. Bill Gomall,
thecurrentrecyclingcccrdinatcc.will
be returning to graduate school, and
the program is actively looking for a
new coordinator.
Hittalso believed that student opin-
ion played a large role in the decision.
"... One of the major inputs in the
decision was the student-le- d panel in
the Lowry Pit."
Hitt participated in the March 24
panel discussion about the debate. He
would now like increased
volunteerism, and for students to be-
come more aware. "My real thrust is
seeing this carried over into some
action," he said.
Loveless was enthusiastic about
student concern, but she also wished
to emphasize the continued impor-
tance of recycling issues on campus.
"I've been gratified by the student
supportand I hope we can continue to
count on it," she said. "From a recy-
cling standpoint, we're doing a lot
better job with the current system --
Where we should be putting our ef-
forts, then, is to increase compliance,
to make students understand how
important it is and what the implica-
tions are, and to increase our
recyclables relative to what we put in
the landfill so that we can become
more responsible citizens."
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News Briefs
CAMPUS
TheTim annual Andrew D. Cronin Emerging Leader Award was presented
toZachVeilkux "96Wednesday. The selection cornmiiee for the award, given
in honor of Cronin "96 who died in a car accident last October, consisted of
representatives from the Student Government Association, Inter Greek Coun-c- u
the atfiletic (fcpartrnent. Wcoser Volunteer Network and the Dean's office.
Two VS. helicopters were shot down by American fighter jets patrolling a
NATIONAL
no-C- y zone" over northern Iraq yesterday, mistaking the choppers for Iraqi
aircraft. None of the 26 people aboard the two copters survived. An
investigation into the accident is under way.
SenatorGeorge J. Mitchell ofMaine declined an offer by President Clinton of
a position on the Supreme Court Tuesday. Mitchell stated that he could not
serve both as nominee and chief supporter of Clinton's health care system
proposal.
INTERNATIONAL
A week-lon- g ethnic slaughter has left an estimated 20,000 dead in the Central
African nation of Rwanda. The fighting between Tutsi rebels and government
troops followed the president's death in a plane crash last week.
Two weeks of relentless Serb assaults on the enclave of Gorazde in Bosnia-Herzegovi- na
provoked airshkes by NATO forces on Sunday and Monday.
Wednesday, Serbs detained UH. military observers in the Gorazde area and
cut off natural gas to Sarajevo.
National and iriiernational news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
with information from Wire Services.
Correcti6n
To clarify the similarities between Todd Lewis letter and Dan Ephraim's
anllureaCohea'skaerthatbothappearc Lewis obtained a copy
of Cohen's and Ephraim's letter prior to their letter being submitted to the
Voice.
IPO Program of the Week:
Overseas Programs of Augsburg College
What Augsburg College, a lib-er- al
arts college in Minnesota,offers
a variety of cffampus study pro-
grams in countries such as Norway,
Switzerland. Namibia. South Af-
rica. Mexico and other Latin Ameri-
can locations. Most programs con-(f- ii
at? on the social situations and
coniempoiary issues n poorer na-oo- ns,
while some focuson women's
perspectives.
Who: Programs are open to aQ
students, but those majoring in
Women's Studies. Sociology, An-
thropology, and Spanish may find
these programs of particolar inter-
est.
EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
oi r.vi
Contact: BethMacker.represen-tativ- e
of Augsburg College:
Monday. April 18th
Lowry lobby from 11 sun. to 1
pjn. Information concerning the
Augsbug or any other study abroad
program can be picked trp from the
International Programs Office in
Mder House, x-24- 06.
(SI
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-580- 0 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney island Ave
Brooklyn, New York 11230
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Black poet
By KATHLEEN KILBANE
Ouincy Troupe, one of America's
foremost poets concerning Jazz and
African-Americ- an cultural traditions
and Black Leader-tn-Residen- ce for
this week's Black Am Festival, pre-
sented "African-America- n Culture
and Art." Wednesday night at 8 pjn.
in Lean Lecture Room.
Troupe discussed how African cul-
ture and art has influenced African-Americ- an
culture and beyond. From
living in Nigeria and Ghana and trav-
eling in Angola, Senegal, Zaire and
other African nations. Troupe identi-
fied similar cultural elements with his
experiences in the United States.
Troupe said that the rhythms in speech
Youth Service Week to
showcase organizations
By JUDY NICHOLS
The Wooster Volunteer Network is
sponsoring April 17 through 24 as
Youth Service Week, which will in-
clude activities organized by over 10
campus volunteer organizations and
programs.
Organized by Heidi Georgi 96
andPriyavadan Mamidipudi 95. who
are both Network executive board
members, the week is designed for
service programs to show what they
have done over the year and to recruit
new members for the upcoming aca-
demic year.
Next week was chosen for the vol-
unteer week, sakl Georgi, because the
dates coincide with two national vol-
unteer days. Tuesday is National
Youth Service Day, and Friday is
Earth Day.
Georgi noted that although the Net-
work organized the week by desig-
nating each day with a different theme
day, the specifics of events were left
up to individual organizations.
Following is a general schedule of
events. Additional information about
times and locations can be obtained
by calling the Network office at ex-
tension 2363.
addresses culture, art
and music that he had witnessed grow-in- g
up in St. Louis were like patterns
he had seen in Africa.
Troupe spoke of how some sounds
ofThe Beatles hadAfrican influences,
and then how that music influenced
some ofStevie Wonder's music Af-
ter a certain point, a cycle begins with
a sharing of ideas among different
cultures, he said. Referring to the
hybridization of African. European.
Asian, Hispanic cubures,Troupe said.
That's what a multicultural country
is all about.''
As the co-auth-or of "Miles: The
Autobiography," Troupe connected
the hybridization of cultures to the
creativity and genius needed to im-
provise with legendary musician Miles
April 17
Bowl-a-tho- n for Special Olympics
Ida SuelSick Ampler
April 18 Education Day :
Diversity Empower
April 19 National Youth Service
Day
Table in Lowry. postcard writing to
Akron Children's Medical Center
Circle K
Advertising about links of different
faiths to service Inierfauh Council
Selling T-shir- ts, building a shack out-
side Habitat for Humanity
April 20 Health Day
Blood-pressu- re tests in Lowry Center
Pit 4-- 6 pun. Medic Aide
April 21 Awareness Day
Show animal pictures ofanimals Hu-
mane Society
Table in Lowry Dene
April 22 Earth Day
Table in Lowry Green House and
Luso House
Showinglinksbetween Earth and faith
lnterfauh Council
April 23 Geaeral Servict
Kick-tfJorSpec- ial Olympics Ida
SuelNtckAmster
Apnt24 General Service
Campuswide picnic at Dene House, 4
pjn. Dene .
Davis. Troupe said that Davis often
listened to other styles of music and
wanted the m uskaans who played with
him to improvise from just a few
notes that Davis would give them.
Troupe is currently working with
actor Wesley Snipes as a writer and
consultant for a screen production
based on Davis life. He has pub-
lished four volumes of poetry as well
as numerous essays and articles in
publications like Musician, The Vil-
lage Voice, Essence, and the Los An-
geles Tunes. Troupe is the senior
editor of River Styx, a Sl Louis-base-d
literary magazine and Conjunctions,
a New York-base- d literary journal.
Please see related article in A&E
South Asia
continued from front page
separated from God, others glorified
the qualities of God-Bec-k,
assistant professor of reli-
gion at Louisiana State University,
studied vocal classical music in India
for five years and earned a BA. in
music from Bangiya Sangit Parishad
in Calcutta. He has an MA in musi-colo- gy
and a PltD. in religion from
SyracuseUniversity inSyracuse.N.Y.
Beck has performed at the Royal Pal-
ace in Kathmandu, Nepal as well as at
several all-Ind- ia music conferences
on Radio Nepal-Oth- er
South Asia Week activities
includedaworkshop by Beckon South
Asian music on Monday, a lecture by
Charles Kammer, professor of reli-
gious studies, entitled "Faces of the
enemy: The U.S. and South Asian
Classical Music" on Wednesday and
a Meena Bazaar Thursday.
Tonight at 7 pan. there will be
dances and songs from India in the
Pit. Tomorrow mere is a fashion
show at 7 pjn. in Lowry and an aQ
campus party in The Uriderground at
10 pjn. On Surelay.Iivlia Conner will
beatS:lSpjn.inMackeyHaIL Stu-
dent tickets are available at the front
desk for $5. All activities were spon-
sored by the South Asia Committee.
SURVIVOR SUPPORTxSYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of.
or those who know survivors of sexual assault For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson Hygeia x2319
Heather Rz-Gibbo- n Kauke7 x2371
Pam Frese Kauke109 x2452
Sheryl Horowitz Kauke8 x2438
KenyCoyle Wishart203 x2079
Cameron Maneese Rubbermaid Student Center x2576
Mary Young Kauke 233 x2217
Students may also contact the College counselors at x231 9 or members of the
clergy. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at 9-9-1 1 (emergencies),
or 264-333- 3 "or Security at x2590."
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Truman Scholar announced
Bombaci 95 selected for scholarship
NEWSSERVICES
Cina M. Bombaci 95 has been
elected as a 1994 Truman Scholar by
the Harry S.Tnxnan Scholarship foun-
dation.
The award provides up to $30,000
for continued study in preparation for
a career in government or elsewhere
in public service. In addition, it pro-
vides leadership development, gradu-
ate school counseling, and special
internship and employment opportu-
nities with the federal government.
Some premier graduate institutions
give preferential admissions and
merit-base- d scriolarshipaidtoTruman
Scholars.
The scholarsrup program is admin-
istered by the Harry S.Truman Schol-
arship Foundation, which is the fed-
eral memorial honoringthe 33rd Presi-
dent of the United States.
Bombaci, a political science major
from Westerville, plans to use the
Andyou thought you could
Cakwfal4 -
Right now,
cornputerr
oualifvins
choose from
award for graduate studies in political
science and Eastern European and
.Russian studies. Six is considering
such graduate schoc as Indiana Uni-
versity, the Universiry of Michigan,
the Universiry of Pittsburgh and the
Ohio State University.
1 particularly am interested in
studying the changes occurring in the
Czech republic,' said Bombaci. "I
spent the first semester of my junior
year there. I am very interested in
their process of denxoatization, its
success or failure and how the U.S.
might help the Czechs democratize."
Bombaci, who would like to have a
career with the VS. State Department
or a non-governme- ntal public policy
research institute, was one of 65
Truman Scholars selected from 852
candidates representing 435 colleges
and universities throughout the coun-
try. She is one of only two Truman
Scholars from Ohio colleges or uni-
versities this year and is the first
woman from the College ever to re-
ceive one of the highly competitive
Truman scholarships. The College
has had several students named
Truman finalists (luring the past few
years, but the last time a Wooster
student was named a Truman scholar
was more than 20 years ago.
The Truman Scholarships repre-sentmo- re
than high academic achieve-
ment, because they require a career
commitment to public service on the
part of the recipients," said Karen
Beckwith, associate professor of po-
litical scienceand chair oftheTruman
Scholarship committee at Wooster.
Gina is a particularly worthyTruman
recipient, because she believes that
public service extends beyond serv-
ing the citizens ofher own country to
serving thecitizens ofother nations as
welL I anticipate seeing her contrib-
ute in major ways to our understand-
ing and practice of international rela-
tions in the coming decades."
Amrflbot M5B4O0L
Only $135.00.
best-selli- ng personal ratebook computet
McFarland Lecture to
feature chemistry professor
NEWS SERVICES
Margaret V. Merritt, professor of
chemistryatWellesleyCollege.Mass.
will deliver the third annual James T.
McFarland Memorial Lecture at the
College at 3 pjn. today in the Sever-
ance Chemistry Building. Her lec-
ture, "Asymmetric Carbccaoons?' is
free and open to the public.
Prior to joining'the Wellesley fac-
ulty in 1982, Merritt was a research
chemist for the Upjoin Company in
Kalamazoo, Mich. She served as
research head for physical and ana-
lytical research at Upjoin during the
early 1980s. A 1964 Wooster gradu-
ate, Merritt was a classmate ofJames
T. McFarland, for whom the lecture
series is named. SheeamedherPhD.
from Cornell University in Ithaca,
N.Y.,inl968.
A member of theAmerican Chemi-
cal Society, she has published 29
scholarly papers since 1969. Her
" " " "J it.t ""',''
'61W60&250,
ord macaroni and cheese.
W.I-.iTrTJttlr- .i . i I
D,EOmtkdkybcmiilmiimoim.
Only $18000.
you could take home one of the country
far incredibly low rnorp r
far the Ancle Computer Loan, wu can L
the entire MadntosrfEne or grab a RjwerBookTtte most popular TbuH be amazed what
MmdffpitOfiOOi Pba CD-RO- M Drift, Maantdf
Color Dcfa,EendedkyboardlamimMn.
Only $2,485.00.
TheyYeaH powerful
ever, us that simple, so, stop Dy your flppte
J Reseller for further information.
you can buy on a tight college budget
For further information contact The Computer Sales Office
201 Tkyior Hall, x2252
Makes a terrific Graduation Gift! .
AppleG.
(fjffitCbmptr, Ik
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extensiveresearch hasbeen supported
by the national Science Foundation,
Perlrin-EIm- er Corporation, Hewlett-Packar-d
Foundation and others.
The lecture series was established
in 1992 to honor McFarland who died
ofLouGehrig,sdiseaseJan.30,1990.
McFarland was recognized with four
awards for his outstanding academic
achievement. Afterrecei ving his doc-tora- te
from the CWornia Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif., in 1 968
and doing postdoctoral work at the
University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore.
he became a professorofchemistry at
the Universiry ofW isconsin-M- il wau-k- ee
where he taught for 18 years.
While McFarland was known for
his research in enzyme mechanistic
studies, teaching and the develop-
ment of his students into strong scien-
tists were foremost in his mind. Rec-
ognizing where McFarland's priori-
ties by, Wisconsin-Milwauk- ee named
a learning center in his honor.
only
'
"
--
"
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Wooster Insight
Whose interests?
Rwanda is a small country in eastern Africa, between Zaire and Tanzania.
That is cantnfly advil Mr mere. In thepast year, an estimated 100,000 have
died in the perpetual conflict, In the same year, U.S. citizens have cried,
prime minister was sssminstrd. and 10 UN. soldiers protecting her were
tortured and executed. Meanwhile, oar media fixes on the public caning ofa
convicted vandal ia Singapore, because be is an American. The public's
attention and me eyeof me media have always been fkle,brit we should admit
that our view of me world is shaped by our own self-imsre- sL .Rwanda's crises
has been in me media recently, especially the evscuation of250 Americans. If
me United States sent peacekeeping forces mere, our attention would surely
intensify.
The mistake is k assume mat our interest is purely in peace, orhuman rights.
War in Rwanda is not new. Caring in Singapore isn't new after. The role of
meUnited Stales aiworUaffainaceriamry debatable,
poiirrman and cofanral imrrrialm a blurry. Ifk is me aim ofme United Stales
to protect human rights, we should probably find oia where mey are endan
gered.
IWrtan
Volunteering
With time always a scarce ccrnrnndiry en college carnpiuea, some stadents
may shy aws? from volunteer activities. Youth Service Week, srhnrkilrd for
next week M me College, efrfjru'es me impciTjpcetfpMtiapatirmtheae
activities.
The wide amy of events organized for mis week iodkaaa me numerous
opportunities available in vohntcering. Qrcle K. Empower. Ida SacJNkk.
Amster and me Humane Societyarejusta few ofme Cciflege organizations mat
are partidpaang m me events of next week,
Although a sizable number of students already participate in volunteer
activities, hopefully Youth Service Week wiSaoiaameven larger number of
sfuVrti so me vsrions vcftawnipg opportiinirirs svaflaMc oa carnpnt, Widi
two national vohaatw days oomcidaig with me week. farflwiiMje, student
interest should be high for me actrribesihat me Network has pUoned.
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Aadraa tubby. MariaaLaeda.
oaRabovua
BudB.
Alien. Any Badk.
Dili Bowca. Nicola Coward.
Jaaoe Cnndeie. Seaa Harris.
Haana Ho, Maik Hack.
Kadfeea KiBam. Pari KJoaey.
J.T. bote. Canima Maanda.
Morgaa McDonald. Nat Mienldna.
Carokna Mocfaekcsav, David FM.
Jennifer Srhnrafca, Aaroe Staynrio.
Mart Sob. Mcredaa So
aoa lWara AaWyJi1
UQ.h ar.i n ii il ill li
atSS.
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Thank you,
Wooster
My family never underxtood why I
would leave Youngstowa (popola- -
tJca95MX?)andaaendasaiaIlLberal
am school in me noddle of nowhere.
mem realize why I love this place.
You see, my father passed away 18
days ago. During rny time of grief, it
was me people ofWooster who came
so Youngstown to support me. It was
me people from Wooster who sent
cards to offer their tympany. And it
is me people ofWooster who call or
stop by to make sure that I am OK.
I can'texplain how much I appreci-
ate all me support that I have received
m the past few weeks. I wish I could
end a personal "ihank-you- " to all of
you who have helped me, but yon all
know bow far behind one can get
from taking a week off from school at
the end of March. However, I would
like to take mis time to thank some of
mepeopleaad groupswho have helped
to ease my pain: the men of Kappa
Chi, the men ofPlu i Sigma Alpha, the
women of Zeta Phi Gamma, the
women of Pi Kappa, me women of
Epsiloa Kappa Omicron. Eric
Moskowitz, S eve Godek. John Ron.
MrjsalMrs.TBiiPettorint.EdRun8er.
Lauren Cohen, Dan Ephraim, Tom
Taraba. Sean Flynn, KenPlusqueJlrc,
Dwayne Davis, Amy Lawrence, An--'
drea Deceilio, Deanna Ashbridge,
Sandy Eyre, Laura BeQoscio,Racbel
McLaughlin and anyone else I may
have left out.
Thank you so much, without your
friendship and support I don't know
where I would be out I certainly
wouldn't be in Wooster.
BRIAN P. KISH 95
Lett
A lesson in science
TTkxc his bocn morfi tiHc About
OB0DC dCJ)lCOOQ OCf tbC pBSt 00Upl6
of years. Much of the talk about
various phrriorneoa, such as gkihwl
warming or ccoling. pollution and
erosion contain elements of truth that
most people feel compelled tobelieve
Yfft a fhy fa-- y pw tyy yfK.
nical background to dispute these
positions. The talk of the depletion of
the ozone layer is another one of those
made-u- p causes that is filled with so
many half-truth-s, exaggerations and
myths. There is never any reporting
done on me opposing side to the envi-ronrnen- tal
argument. For almost half
a decade now, more and more people
have come to the opinion that this one
side MUST be right. But science
doesn't work that way. Reliable evi-
dence and dearly established facts
are the only thing that mauer. And
why do they matter?
First, let's start out with some basic
chemistry. Oxygen molecules are
always combining to farm ozone mol-
ecules (OA. Because ozone lends to
gaattnelO-B40kdkmeterare- a,
we have come to label that area the
"ozone layer." It is gathered here
because that area is me mostreceprive
for ultraviolet rays to be intercepted
by oxygen molecules. Ozone mol-
ecules are also very unstable and can
easily combine wnh such chemicals
aschlorine. So, ozone is always being
broken down and reformed. Scien-tis-ts
believe mat the chlorine present
mmesnatrjflphrrecctnesfiianCt'Cs
(or chkrcflourocarbonsX Studies
done on the Antarctic region reveal a
"hcae cc reduction m me amount of
ozone in degrees Celsius. Other sci--
entists observations have also con-
cluded that
.
there js, no permanent.
depierxAofxxmne io the world.
Now. onto CPCs
-
Did you know
that CFCS are four times heavier man
as? Recent scientific conclusions
have shown that chlorine emissions
from volcanoes produce 30k60 times
fee amount of chlorine than of the
CPCs tfjac are rroduced inone year. If
nature has been emitting chloride far
so many millennia, why is the Earth
stfflmhabitable?
CPCs are non-toxi- c, non-volat- ile
and present no danger to living be-
ings. Compare that with farmexiy-use- d
coolants such as ammonia and
sulfur dioxide. Most of the refriger-
ants that were used before Freon was
invented in the 1930s were deadly,
they are toxic and flammable. Take
the case of a Cleveland hospital in
1929. More man 100 people died as
a result of a leak in the refrigeration
system. By replacing CFCs we are
not only making a financially unwise
decision, but it may also prove to be a
fatal one.
Without any long-ter- m study or
other reliable scientific report being
leponed, a great percentage of the
nation has been duped into believing
thatMenvironmental crisis" in the sky.
There is simply not enough data at this
tiflK(ordecade)tomakeadecision
or rather to set about on a reckless
course of action that would not ben-
efit humaniry. The study of environ-ment- al
phenomena, I believe, is one
of the most fascinating areas of mod-er- n
science. It's frightful to think how
scientists have twisted science for their,
own political ends. So, before you go
out there and boycott your favorite
orange juice, why not do some inves-
tigating of your own and come up
with your own factually-base-d opin-
ion.
, ,;, J , ; , , THOMAS PEASE ,"91
Afriri5,t1994
Speak Your Mind
Should we have the right to call Singapore's handling
MARY THOMAS 96
Yes. We live in modern times and
should not be beating people. I think
he should be sent back to the US. and
we should take care of him.
The Singaporean sentence of an American
"If mat's the punishment for van-
dalism in Singapore, he should just
accept U!" When people first hear of
the debatt surrounding rhe caning of
Michael Fay, that is frequently their
reaction. MichaelFaywas accused of
vandalizing S3 cars and was subse-
quently sentence by theSingaporean
court to four months injaB, fined over
$2,200 and ordered to receive six
lashes from a wet rattan by a martial
arts expert, a practice known as can-
ing. However, many Americans do
not realize theseverity ofcaning: they
do not realize that chunks of skin and
flesh fly with each stroke of the cane,
that the entire backside is completely
bloodied by the third stroke, that the
victim is often knocked unconscious
by the blows or that the scars are
permanent. Many Americans do not
realize that the only reason that a
doctor is present during the caning is
so that if the victim goes into shock or
becomes unconscious, he can be re-
vived so that he can experience every
torturing lash. Irecognize Singapore's
sovereignty, but I must deplore this
act of absolute human torture.
This controversy is compounded
by the fact that Michael Fay has al-
ways maintained his innocence. The
Singaporean police have NO evi-
dence, except a signed confession.
After Michael Fay was arrested, he
was thrown in jail and denied access
to attorneys, the American Embassy,
even his own parents. Instead, he and
the other three who were charged
with him were punched, kicked,
slapped, whippedand mentally abused
for five days until they finally signed
a prepared confession letter. Just be-
fore signing, the Singaporean police
told Michael that, ifhe confessed, the
worst that could occur would be that
hewouldbefinedanddeported They
lied.
AloyearSirarxrean charged
wi$ the same offenses was given two
months fa jaiL no fine and no caning.
The
MATT DORNAN '97
No. Because they should do what- -
ever their law requires them to do.
In fact,aSingaporeanjudge has stated
thalMichaelFay'scaning should send
a message that Singaporeans should
not fall into the temptation of the
Western lifestyle. While this state-
ment is upsetting, it is unconscio-
nable that this type of cruelty even
exists anywhere in the modern world.
Americans,whosurjposedlytakepride
in justice and fairness, should be the
first to condemn Singapore's inhu-
mane and torturous treatment of hu-
man beings.
While awareness of this practice --
was raised only because an American
faces it,caning must be condemned as
a punishment for ANY individual
The United Nations deplores theprac-
tice, the Universal Human Rights Act
deplores the practice. Amnesty Inter-
national deplores the practice, and
any decent human being should do
the same.
PETE HAHN '95
Well, it appears to be that time of
the year again when American igno-
rance and close-mindedne- ss really
shines through. This time it is di-
rected at the nation of Singapore for
punishing an American teenager, who
has been convicted of numerous
counts of vandalism, to six strokes of
the cane. Even though numerous
Singaporeans have been punished
likewise for similar crimes in thepast,
it appears that America has all of a
sudden taken a keen interest on
whether caning is morally right or
wrong. In fact, this country has gone
as far as to call Singapore uncivilized
and barbaric.
Now this might come as a surprise
to you, but as an American who has
lived in Singapore for the last seven
years (and in tact knew the defendant
personally), I find America's attempt
to influence Singapore's social and
legal affairs offensive aridextremely
WooSter VoifcE Viewpoint'
ofMichaelFay unjust?
CYNTHIA BOGGESS 96
In America, vandalism doesn't seem
like a big deal. But in Singapore it
might be.
TERS
sad. The reason for this sadness, is
that America could learn a much bet-
ter lesson from this situation. I do
realize that most Americans have be-co- me
used to the idea of having their
personal property treated with little or
no respect from their fellow citizens.
Therefore, I can see how to most
Americans a couple of jobs on cars
certainly would not constitute this
stiff sentence. As one writer, we live
inacountry where drive-by-shootin-gs
have replaced drive-i- n movies; mur-
der and mayhem have replaced mo-
rality, and role models are defined by
their notoriety rather than their nobil-
ity." Although violence and disre-
spect for property has become the
norm in America, it certainly has not
been that way in Singapore. For
Singaporeans, theywould rather trade
off their personal freedoms for per-
sonal safety. This was clearly shown
by one Singaporean journalist who
responded to American criticism for
Smgapore'sstrictsocialandlegallaws
by writing, "You're wrong, sir, we do
have freedom: we're free to go out-
side our homes at night without fear."
This is the point that really needs to
hit home. Even if this issue doesn't
vaguely concern the students on this
campus, we need to be aware of the
fact that America does na provide the
freedom that it tries to force on other
nations. In fact, what freedom do we
have in the United States if we don't
have freedom from fear? Last week
oncampus, there wasaprogram called
Take Back the Night," in which
people protested against violence in-
flicted on women. My question is:
Why should women have to take back
the night when it should be theirs to
begin with? At least in Singapore, it
is this way.
DANIEL SMITH "97
Responses compiled by NAT M1SSILDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER
JIM BECK '97
I don'tknow enough about their laws.
Mr. Michael Fay, an 18-year-- old
boy who lives alternately with his
father in Dayton and with his mother
and stepfather in Singapore, has been
found guilty of vandalism (spray-painti- ng
cars) in Singapore. Fortius
crime against property Michael Fay.
has been sentenced to four months in
prison, a $2,000 fine and caning. For
those ofyou who may not understand
this barbaric practice, caning is re-
garded throughoutftecivilized world
as torture and as such is deplored by
the United Nations (Convention
Against Torture andPrinciple 6: "No
circumstances whatever may be in-
voked as a justification for torture
...").
Sadly, there are some Americans
who choose to fool themselves into
thinking that such outrageous treat-
ment of humans for crimes .against
property is anappropriate action. How
any person who enjoys the privileges
and rights of living in this country
could possibly condone such barbar-
ism leaves me speechless. Caning has
as its only goal and result the perma-
nent mutilation of a human being.
One can, of course, only imagine the
attendant damage to the victim's spi-
nal cord and other internal organs
which could result in lifelong paraly-
sis or worse.
THIS IS NOT APPROPRIATE
PUNISHMENT, IT IS BRUTALLY
BARBARIC TORTURE.
I call upon all who abhor this inten-
tional violent torture to address the
strongest statement of opposition to
Mr. Ong Teng Cheong, president of
Singapore. You should send your
communication via fax to the Em-
bassy of the Republic of Singapore,
1824RStreet,Washington,D.G The
fax number is (202) 537-087-6.
JOHN M RUSSELL
Professor of Music
This is an excerpted version of a
' hfltef Kussett mailed campuswide. -
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CHRIS LEY "97.
No. He broke their laws, he pays their .
price. It doesn't matter who you are.,,.
You must abide by their law.
..324 call for-
additional
securiiy"- -
In light of earlier ;burglarier tbe;1
College has made innwoyeineny.,
installing , motion detectors 'and card
key systems. The recent attacks on
campus, however, have not caused a
similar response.- - Itseems ironic that
the College is willing to spend a sig-
nificant amount of money to protect (
ing to spend the money needed to
update security measures that protect
members of the campus community.'
Improving lighting and emergency
phones are two simple steps to in-
creasing the quality ofsafety for ALL'
students. Few places on campus are
lighted well enough to produce a safe
view, which makes it difficult to be
alert. Emergency phones are neither
well lighted noreasily accessible. The
ideal emergencyphonesystem would
be well lighted, with blue or red lights
for greater visibility, and placed in
straight obvious lines from each other.
The argument against improving
lighting and the emergency phones is
that "safe walks" provide adequate
security. First of all, however, there
is not enough staff on Security to .
implement the program if every
woman on campus were to use it.
Secondly, it sendsa negative message
that wornen needtobe protected. This
implication isboth insulting and harm-
ful.
Promoting a safe environment
where women learn independence
rather than dependence would seem
to be more consistent with the ideoJ-- -
ogy of the school.
These minimal security requests
should be addressed prornptly toprove
that the College is concerned with the
safety of everyone on campus.
ALES A MANSFIELD '95
324-studen- ts aka signed this --Utter.
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Accepting Singapore's sense ofjustice
Wiih no apologies to the campuswide letter wriaco by Profes-
sor John RusselL these ire the
FACTS: An 18-year-- old American man, Michael Fay con-
fessed his guilt and was convicted on charges involving incidents
that look place during a 10-da- y spree
of vandalism. He wasMICHAEL DITTMAN
uagcu wuu wu yrmtrM
gmlry to two counts of van-
dalism, two couna of miyhirf and one count of pos-
sessing stolen property. He has been sentenced to six
s&okes ofa bamboo cane,a S230 fine and four months
in jail. His appeal of the caning sentence was thrown out
by the country j chief justice on March 31.
Countless young Amencara art held m the prisons of
SoudieastA5ia.nwAfor drug-relate- d charges. However, it is the
case of Michael Fay that has grabbed the acention of America.
Why? Itwould be cynical to suggest that it abecause Fay's father
ban influential business man. But he is. There's also the aspect
of the caning. The media has caught a hold of the idea of this
famishment in a sort of vicarious sadornasochistic thrill.
The bamboo cane will be wielded by a martial arts ex pen at the
time ofrwushrnent When bamboo is snapped, it breaks into kmg
strips that splay out when pressed and snap back when the
pressure is removed. Each stroke of the rattan will splay out
against the young man's bunocks and with each backstroke will
flay offathm stripof flesh. The maximum number ofstrokes that
are given in Singapore (usually reserved for rape and murder) is
16 senates. After that many strokes, shock sets in and people die
from loss of blood. The young American, Michael Fay, win
receive six lashes.
The question is not whether or not he deserves thepunishmenL
We were not picked to decide the case. The case was decided,
following not the rules of the American judicial system, but of the
Singaporean judicial system. We as members of a global
community must accept not only the judicial systems of other
countries, but their decisions as well. Travelers and resident
aliens are beholden to the law of the land that they inhabit.
Americans do not carry Constinjtional rights or their judicial
Lastyear, Singapore hadjust three armed robberies. It
has had no kidnappings for the last three years. The
crime statistics have barely changed inJiveyears.
The Beacon Journal
system around them like a shield no maner where they travel.
William Safin, in the April 7 New York Times Op-E- d page,
asked at the end of his essay defending Michael Fay: "How long
can Singapore prosper as a lawless state?" That could not be any
further from the truth.
Singapore is not a lawless state. The 2JJ million people of
Singapore live in what is arguably the most clean, safest and
greenest large city on Earth. As a result ofenlightened economic
policies that have created a comfortable Asian haven for multi-
national companies, Singapore is the richest nation in Asia
outside of Japan with a per capita income of more than $ 1 5,000
a year.
Statistics, printed in The Beacon Journal, comparing the small
city-sta- te of Singapore and Los Angeles with its roughly equal
population of about 3.5 million, provide a dramatic contrast. In
1993. 58 murders and 80 rapes. 1J008 robberies and 3.162 car
thefts were reported in Singapore.. Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment statistics for the same period show 1,100 homicides. 1855
rapes, 39,227 robberies and 65.54 1 car thefts.
Last year, Singapore had just three armed robberies. It has had
no kidnappings for the last three years. The crime statistics have
barely changed in five years. There are fewer than 3,757 full-tim-e
police officers in the country and they are rarely visible on the
street, despite the nation's authoritarian reputation.
WecannotappIyourparticulariyAmeiicannctionsof
acting honorably, as Russell said, to other countries.
Isn't that what our much vaunted (at the time) First-Ye- ar
Seminar was all about? Teaching us liberal arts students,
the future leaders, to respect the cultural ideas and moral
ofothers? Oris it only whenkisconveniemandrjairuess
for Americans. If our "rights" as we see them are
imposed upon, do we call another culture "barbaric?"
Asian culture is no more naturally cruel, no more
instinctually sadistic than any other culture! Are the cultural
ideals of Singapore suddenly null and void because they may be
stepping on our toes? As far as bringing Singapore to task for
breaking the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the docu-
ment Mr. Russell quoted extensively in his campuswide letter)
we cannot. Singapore, along wiih countries like Malaysia and
Trinidad and Tobago, never signed the covenant Once again, the
ugly American imposes his order and rules on the smaller culture.
Finally. I must ask where were all these morally outraged
people when Amnesty International had their table in the student
center last week? Are the political and intellectual dissidents of
China, Tibet and South America somehow not as important as an
American convicted as a criminal? Rather than writing "letters
of outrage and protest" to defend a convicted criminal, perhaps
these same letters could be directed at countries who use methods
much worse than caning to punish not crimes ofvandalism but the
crime of free thought
..
Michael Diaman is the arts and entertainment editor
of the Voice.
Letters
In response to Todd Lewis' SGA campaign and letter
In response to Todd Lewis letter
which appeared in the April 8 edition
of the Voice I would like to simply ask
"what are you attempting to accoro-pli-sh
Mr.Lewis?" For allofyour high
and holy promises during your cam-
paign for SGA President of promot-
ing dynamic change and leadership to
the student body, it appears that you
seek personal gratification and gain.
I really hate to pin such accusations
upon someone of Todd Lewis' intel-
lectual caliber, but over the course of
the last three weeks, what else can be
said? Todd Lewis campaign re-
minded me of a certain campaign
recently run by H. Ross Perot for the
Oval Office plenty of finger point-
ing and blame hying, and no solu-
tions. While Todd can campaign
around the campus running for an
office which he believes to be "shack-
led and indebted to the administra-
tion." and write letters to the Voice
until his fingers bleed, what exactly
can he offer as an alternative?
I would also like to point out a few
other discrepancies in Mr.Lewis' let-t-er
to the Voice on April 8. First of aU,
during the year no member of SGA
wanted or expected Todd, or anyone
else to. as he put it Txrwdown in
gratitude" to SGA for funding cam-
pus organizations. This was high-lightednsc- rne
aspects to show SGA's
capability to serve the students of
Wooster. Mr. Lewis also stawl that,
"I would much rather see SGA fight
the extra vagant tuition increases w hich
allowed them to so graciously give us
back ourown money in the first place."
Todd, once again I ask what are you
trying to accomplish besides spread-
ing your name? What member of
SGA. or for that maner any student
wants to pay more tuition?
I heartily applaud you, Todd, for
bringing the issue ofa tuition increase
to the from, but now can you offer a
plan to confront the issue, or are you
content lo sit back and criticize SGA.
an organization which you desired to
be the head of? Can you devise a plan
to take on the administration, or are
you going to be all talk and no action
as you have been so far? If you are so
naive as to believe that the members
of the Student Government Associa-
tion are shackled lackeys to the ad-
ministration you really do havealot to
learn about SGA and its dealings with
administration. At no time has the
SGA catered to the administration,
the SGA tries to help the student body
with anything they deem appropriate.
Next time, before placing blame
Mr. Lewis, look in the mirror and ask,
"Have I been responsible and taken
some type of an active role, or have I
taken the easy way out arid criticized
the efforts of others to do the things I
have not?"
Most likely Todd Lewis will read
this leaer and compose a crafty reply.
I believe that the student body would
much rather see Mr. Lewis spend his
abundant intelligence and drive in
crafting a proposal to address the tu
ition increase. Land anyone else who
is acquainted with Todd, knows that
he possesses the capability to draft
such a proposal, but will be? To
borrow the name and motto of a cur-
rent political organization. I believe
the campus would like to see results
not words. "Lead or leave," Todd.
CAMERON FLINT 97
SGA Director of Student Services
and Special Projects
Mr.Lewis, before you point fingers
and lay blame of all of the Student
Government Association's shortcom-
ings and downfalls at the feet of a
single individual, we would suggest
that you do a bole research. Just by a
little effort on your part you can dis-
cover how some of the problems with
the SGA were created by years of
rnismanagernent by its leaders and
apathy on the part of the student body.
As alumni of this College, we can
honestly tell you that we wish that
some SGA cabinets that were in of-
fice during our stay on this campus
were half as accessible and dedicated
as your current leadership. Do a hole
fact finding instead of slinging accu-
sations and then maybe youH appre-
ciate the hard work and effort that has
been put in by the current SGA ad-
ministration intochanging SGA from
a "joke" into the organization it was
meant to be.
After that if you still feel the need
to blame someone for all the prob-
lems that you see, then point the the
finger at yourself for not geoingmore
involved and sharing your concerns
with those who were elected to be
your voice to the College administra-
tion and the campus at large. It's so
easy to complain. Mr. Lewis, but it
takes a lot of work to make a change.
CHRISTINA L. FOELL 93
STEVE SCHROETER '93
Although much of the student body
would simply like to dismiss the un-
founded concerns and pathetic de-
mands of Mr. Lewis, it's becoming
increasing difficult to tolerate his
youthful ignorance. Unfortunately,
Mr. Lewis has not been around for the
past three yean and therefore has not
witnessed the remarkable transfor-
mation that has once again breathed
life into SGA.
The problem that seems to plague
Mr. Lewis is that he is unable and
urrwillmgtoconfront change by work-
ing with the adnuiustraoon. Rather,
he would like to alienate himself and
SGA upon the pedestal of isolation-
ism with the ultimate hope of fright-
ening the administration into some
sort of submission. Unfortunately, if
we refer to the pest as our guide, such
a leadership style is inevitably doomed
to failure.
The most successful leaders that
have graced the pages of history have
not been those who claimed deity
status but have rather been willing to
work efficiently with, not against all
groups of people. Our current SGA
staff, under the leadership of Ms.
Lauren Cohen, has been so successful
because they have developed networks
and trust within the administration
that at one time simply did not exist
As a result their recommendations
and demands rave been lent a tremen-
dous amount of credibility and re-
spect S uch an accomplishment can-
not be underestimated.
SGA is no longer a facade for
student's concerns but represents a
tangible, working, centralized coali-
tion that is taken seriously by admin-
istration officials. The last thing that
this campus community needs is an
individual who will effectively eradi-
cate that base of support that Ms.
Cohen has worked so hard to con-
struct
A great thinker, Jeremy Ben than,
once stated, "In words a man may
pretend to adjure their empire: but in
reality he will remain subject to it all
the while." Surely talking about
change is great and offering all types
of grandiose solutions sounds even
better. However, the current adminis-
tration does not have lo rely on rheto-n- c
tocelebrate their accomplishments,
they are representatives of it.
JOE RODGERS '94
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Digger's brings citystyle nightlife to Wooster
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
Why "Digger's"?
While discussing the eariy devel-
opmental stages of the now four-month-- old
bar called Digger's, co-own- er
Rod Musselman related the
story behind the bar's name. Appar-
ently, Musselman's brother on the
East Coast sent a gift to him and
partnerJimWeyer when construction
began on theirnew underground busi-
ness: a shovel. An accompanying
note explained that the shovel was to
help "dig out" the place, Musselman
said, smiling.
So the two christened the place on
Beall Avenue underneath Jo-An- n Fab-
rics "Digger's" and put up a sign of a
cute, befuddled-lookin- g gopher,
armed with hard-h- at and shovel, to
represent the bar. Not only is the
name catchy and easy to advertise,
Musselman explained, but it aptly fits
the place. "It's a basement," he said
simply.
He's right and yet "basement"
doesn't seem to do the place justice.
According to Musselman, the area
had once been an old bowling alley
a place be remembers as a kid and
later became storage space for the
city's hospital. Musselman said when
he and Weyer signed the lease in
April 1993, the ceiling was Calling
apart and the floor and walls were
ruined from major water leaks from
the businesses above. Except for the
wall by the front door, "every wall in
here is new," Musselman said. He
said it took seven and a half months
andMa lot ofblood, sweat and tears" to
transform the place into its present
shape. Much of the work laying the
College operators: the faces behind the voices
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
The faceless voice at the other end
of the line can be a helpful one when
you need to know a phone number.
But many otherpeopleuse
the campus operators to Find
out aH kinds of other infor-
mation. "We"We get a lot of
general information calls, calls,
like 'How many ounces are cup
in a cup?" says Bonnie
Tillery, who has worked as
an operator at the College
for 21 years.
"You get a big kick out of them
Yesterday, when the electricity went
off for a few seconds, it was 'What
time is it?' all day long." adds her
colleague, Mary Rose Coppola, a
Wooster switchboard operator for 20
years.
Coppola and Tillery, whose office
is located on the ground floor of Sev-
erance Art. are responsible for con-
necting calls and giving information
to callers during the day.
HI lU
photo by ANDREA KD3BY
Digger's features a large dance floor, darts, pool and video games, as
well as a bar that requires five bartenders on a busy weekend. ...
carpet, building the bar, constructing They put in their own free time to
the walls Musselman and Weyer help us," he said. "It's all family and
did themselves, with help from fam-- personal money that put this place
fly and friends. Musselman said 10 together."
volunteers helped them put in the
carpet, a favor that probably saved
them $5,000.
"We handle all the calls ...we get a
log of dorm calls, faculty calls, infer- -
mation calls anything concerning
the college, they call in and ask,"
explains Tillery. -
get a lot ofgeneral information
like 'How many ounces are in a
Bonnie Tillery
At night, callers will either reach
one of the other operators or a student
dispatcher.
In the past, the operators' office
was located in the basement of Gal-pi- n,
and all of the incoming calls were
connected by hand. The College be-
gan to switch over to a computerized
system, with new equipment pur-
chased around 1978 and 1982. The
system currently in use was installed
in 1989.
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The result
The result is that this "basement,"
Tillery tells an anecdote from the
days when they had to hand-conne- ct
the calls: "It used to be that long
distance operators would give their
names. A student called up and
said, 'Operator, something
is drastically wrong! I want
todial New York,and I keep
getting Virginia!'"
BomTillery and Coppola
enjoy their jobs as opera-
tors; says Tillery, "I enjoy
thecontact that we have with
people that call in with
students. It's a job that you
have to like because it's a very confin- -,
ing job. We're here from the time we
come in until the night."
Although Coppola and Tillery an-
swer questions that don't deal with
the telephone system, they say they
do not receive many prank calls. "Re-
cently we haven't had hardly any of
them. Sometimes they ask you a
question and they don't say thank
you they just hang up,"
Coppola.
to a first-tim- e visitor to the bar, ap-
pears more like a sprawling cave that
extends 10,500 square feet Corning
in the front door, which is the only
area exposed to the surface outside,
the pizza oven and kitchen, called the
Kiln, mat Digger's took over two
weeks ago, sits to the left. A large
dance floor and DJ box opens up to
the right, and beyond the wide spread
of tables and booths is the very long,
wooden, wrap-aroun- d bar, which,
Musselman said, needs at least five
bartenders to attend it on weekend
nights. The back of the bar is some-
what separate from all the action of
the front, allowing people to shoot
pool, play video games or darts, or sit
and socialize in a more relaxed atmo-
sphere. Odds and ends cover the
walls in a sports bar mode an Ameri-
can nag.asled, skis, racquetball racket,
old laminated news clippings, sports
banners, movie posters all creati vely
arranged.
Musselman, no stranger to the bar
business, started bartending while in
college attheUniversity ofAkron and
eventually co-own- ed Sandy's, the
small bar in the basementofWooster's
OldJaoL When the original owner of
Sandy's went bankrupt, Musselman
bought the place, sold the restaurant
and later used the bar equipment in
Digger's. He began investigating the
location for Digger's in September of
1992. He hooked up with Weyer
when WeyerandAssociates,Weyer's
father's company, provided the plans
for the bar, he said. However, he said
he had known Weyer previously.
"He's one of my little brother's best
friends," Musselman said.
Coming soon
While enjoying their success with
the new bar. Digger's owners are cre-
atively planning developments for the
near future. The kitchen they have
recently acquired will soon offera full
menu, with a variety of sandwiches,
salads and appetizers. A carry-ou- t
. window will allowpeople tobuypizza
and beer conveniently. As big as the
bar is, Musselman said they would
like to expand it by digging out what
would becornea large banquet room
5,000 square feet that could be
opened to the public when it's not
being rented out for weddings or par-
ties. They hope to have it constructed
before Thanksgiving, he said.
Another idea the bar is considering
is the use of a van to give rides home
to bar patrons during the late hours,
particularly to those who have had too
much to drink, Musselman said. He
explained that the van would leave
every two hours on a general route,
through the College campus and else-
where, dropping people off for a fee
of around $5. "We have problems
with the taxi cabservices,' Musselman
said, adding that the cabs are often
delayed or unavailable.
Since Digger's opening on Dec. IS,
1993, Musselman said the bar has
been packed every weekend, satisfy-
ing a demand for a larger barnight-
club in the area.
"This is definitely something
Wcwsier'sneeded for te sometime
now," Musselman said. He and
Weyer. both Wooster High School
graduates, wanted to provide a night-
club atmosphere that Wooster resi-
dents could enjoy without having to
drive to Akron or Canton. "Our dance
floor is about as big as half the bars in
this town," he said.
''sdfoiE ft r
photo by CHERYL BECKER
Sarita Trawkk '94 is one of the student operators who takes over the
telephone equipment after the day operators leave.
Even though the --callers may not seem to enjoy the opportunity to
ways be polite, Coppola and Tillery swer any questions which may arise.
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Art department to receive new facilties
By ANNA VON UNWERTH
Plans ire nnder way for the renova-tic- n
of in addition to Severance Art
BuDdmg, Aahisurydepanmattchak
Am Lewis and President Henry
Copeland are working closely wiih
tr architects arid each other 10 see the
project to fulfillment.
According to President Henry
Copeland. the trustees examined the
school's needs, in 1990. while at the
same time, developing goals for the
opccming decade. At this time, the
art department provided a statement
of the programs and the spatial needs
that they would require. Wiih these
needs in mind the trustees searched
for architects. These architects, Rob-e-n
Cement and Francis Halsband of
New York, at first concluded that all
of these needs couldnot be met through
the sole renovation of Severance and
then designed aa addition of about
14JD00 square feet.
With the current designs outlined
by Copeland. the new and improved
Sevezaace win include six offices, an
office for me secretary and an office
lor the csrator. They requested a
brgelxxare halLa gaflery ft saxlent
works and two gaDeriei one large
and cue small, for the traveling
shows--- ai well at a print gaQery:
The building will also include an art
histcryjemmasroom. and seven sot--.(oCcteTcrc tf CiC a;0r'art
fi:ipfi"f k drawing, painting, print
making, graphic design, sculpture,
ceramics and photography. Finally,
me building win include paniuoned
LS." spaces, a loading dock and an
elevator.
Copeland allowed that right now
there are only preliminary drawings
of the plan for this Severance over-
haul so the projea is not concrete.
Once the contract has been drawn op
and signed sometime in the near fu-
ture, the architects can create the
working plans that will be used for the
actual construction. Copeland di--
John Updike a misogynist?
By AMY BACK
John Updike's latest novel, "Bra-
zil," is a romanticized story of the
forbidden love affair between Isabel
Leme. a delicate rich girl surrounded
by maidsand possessions,andTristao
gRapoao. a poor boy from the Rio
slums wboae family survives by"steal-
ing arid whoring.'
Over a span of 20 yean, wealth,
power and poverty continuously serve
to separate and reunite the two lovers.
Updike entices his reader with a pas-sion- ate
portrayal of Brazilian life as
he decorates the novel wim Brazilian
adore including the local dialect,
regional cuisine and South American
superstitions and mannerisms.
Though "Brazir is both engaging
aaJadYOSurousjberwcrpwspal.
A look at the futare. The above sketch is the preliminary plans for renovating the Severance Art Building.
; The project Is tentatively planned to begia ia the fall of 1995.
vulged mat the budget established by
the trustees b $4j6 million. The
development cornmiaee has already
raised $11 minion, The largest gift
toward this project was graciously
givenby Woosertrusfce RobertEbert.
wtjoccrflributedS2iruTuon. Accord-ingry.t- he
new Severance win becalled
The Ebert An Center in Severance
Kan.
According to Copeland. in order
for the Severance An project to be
launched, the offices of the registrar
and treasurerwin have to be moved to
the first Door of the new mdependent
episodes taint myreading of thenovel
From a female perspective, Isabel is
participating in degrading sexual ex-
periences. Yet. Updike presents such
instances as acceptable sexual behav-
iors between husband and wife.
I am frustrated by Isabel's overt
sex ualsubmisswri,for as sheattempts
to imitate the actions of women she
has seen in pornographic films she
says toTristao.T am your slave. Use
me. Whip me if it pleases you. Beat
me even." I am disturbed by the
message this scene carries, for essen-
tially Isabel is implying that women
enjoy violence.
Though Tristao accepts an Isabel's
sexual favors, he becomes mfuriated
by her sexually adventurous behav-
ior. While the two are on their run
study library, on which work is tenta-
tively beginning this summer with a
budget of $63 muTion. The plans for
the library addition were detailed in
the December 10 issue of the Voice. If
the library is completed as projected
by the summer of 1 995. then work on
Severance Art wul follow irnrnedi-ater- y.
According to the plans, an of the art
offices and the gallery.riowcontained
within Prick Art Museum win be
moved to Severance. Frick will be
made into The Timkea Science Li-bra- ry
in Frick HalL Funding for an of
Tristao's anger explodes and he inter-mioent- ly
beats Isabel and has sex
with her.
I am enraged as Isabel views this
"long night in which she scarcely
slept, awakened more than once by
Tristao's renewed vigor of outrage"
as her husband's way of saying T
forgive you and I son love you." I find
that I am annoyed with Updike for
creating a woman who is so naive and
submissive, so blinded to the truth of
her abusive relationship.
As I am disgirard by the violent
sexual episodes between Isabel and
Tristao; I am disturbed by trie thought
that others, just as Isabel, win find
Tristao's behavior to be an act of love
or passion. Though trie book is quite
ccinroendable in terms of plot and
style. I cannot ignore the casual por
these projects is being worked on by
the oevelopmemcornnuttee and writ-
ten plans have already been made.
Of the Severance Art project,
Copeland said "It win be exciting to
have some space that is specifically
designed for art students and faculty.'
Up until now, the art department has
had lo conform to the space in Sever-
ance which was originally created as
gymnasium. Copeland went on to
say that it will be a "fun projea to try
to preserve the character of the old
building." Completion of the project
is tentatively set for summer 1996.
trayal of sexual violence. After sub-mergi- ng
myself in Toni Morrison and
Zora Neale Hurston during the days
of LS I cannot pick up a book with-
out giving great weight to the sexual
behavior of female characters.
In the past, I have always respected
Updike as a poet and a novelist, and
I've particularly enjoyed his Rabbin
series. But now that I have become
more conscious of writers misrepre-
senting wcrien m popular culture, I
am hesitant to recommend this book.
However ,"B razil" displays Updike's
ability to create a book that explores
themes in another culture different
from his own.
Booksfor review provided
through the generosity ofthe
Florence 0. Wilson Bookstore.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15
Happy hour in The Under-
ground from 3 p.m. -- 6:43 p.m.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes
from 9 pjn. - 11 pjn. Win free
games!
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
Join the Hip Hop MOOving
COW as it travels to theCleveland
ZooandRamforesL Tbebusleaves
at 10ajn. and win return around 6
pjn. Register at IxrwryFront Desk
tea $2 refundable deposit. Ad-
mission to the zoo only is $5 and
admission to both the zoo and
rainforest is $7.
Film: "QeaturefromtheBlack
Lagoon" in 3-- D! Mateer. 730
pjn. and 10 pjn, $1. Well pro-
vide the glasses as the action comes
at you. Prehistoric gill-m- an gets a
bit upset when his mysterious tropi-
cal lagoon is invaded by a team of
scientists.
Moonlight bowling in Scot
Lanes! Free shoe rental from 1 1
pjn. -- 1230 pjn.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17
Classic Film: "Straight Out of
Brooklyn" 7:30 pjo, Mateer.
Free! Director Many Rich won
the Special Jury Prize at the 1991
Sundance Film Festival for his
portrayal of a family living in
Brooklyn's Red Hook Housing
projects. Each person's desire to
get "Straight Out of Brooklyn"
has devastating consequences.
MONDAY, APRIL 18
Video Game Tournament be-
gins in Scot Lanes. Register now
in Scot Lanes!
TUESDAY, APRIL 19
Video Night "Play Misty for
Me" The Underground, 8 pjn
$.50. CliMFstwood'sdirectorial
debut about a late-nig- ht radio DJ
stalked by a homocidal ex-fa- n.
THURSDAY. APRIL 21
OxnedyNighc MikeSuIlivan-Irwi- n.
Trie Underground, lOpJiu,
$.50. Mike has appeared on
"Caroline's Comedy Hour." "
CBS' 48 Hours," "A&2 Comedy
On The Road," and as the comedy
winner of the 1992 Star Search.
His jokes about many mainstream
topics like college, relaaonsrups,
and being a kid are guaranteed to
keep you laughing!
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'Six Degrees' provides sex,
deception, no resolutions
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
Here'sthe synopsis tyoung. Hack
Sidney Poitier, defrauds several rich,
while New Yak City Fifth Avenue
families. The families attempt to un-
cover the history and identity of their
false patron. The main fam--
ily.Flan and OuisaKittredge
a crHiple of ftmVc that
try to impose order upon
chaos are our guides in this
story, trying to rediscover
T"tnecon-ardstbecaas- e Avenue
he has meant so much to end
their fragile lives.
Whatare the"Six Degrees
of Separation"? It's the theory that
between yon and any other person in
the world, there are six people that
ness relationships or whatever. This
theory is not unlike the theory that in
a conversation, every seven minntes
there is a bin. It is ridiculous. These
theories are our attempt to impose
order on lives which are almost com-plete- ly
based on chance. As Ouisa
says halfway through the film. It's
profoundT
Irony aside, she's not, and neither
are any of the other characters. You
canllike any of them because most of
them are Fifth Avenue weeks who
twiddle their tfqpwfo to make their
millions. You cant even like Paul
who gets under their skin from his
lower class background because in
Dance concert steps back
By HANNA HOWE
This weekend in Freelander The-
ater the Spring Dance Concert will
continue to impress audiences with
rich color, music and style. The con-
cert is a compilation of six pieces
choreographed by students and pro-
fessionals. There are many refresh-
ing elements proving that dance can
take many forms and shapes.
The concert opens with a piece
choreographed by Jennifer Perry 94
andMurray Welsh 93. Their dancers
tell a story of war and conquest over
peaceful people. It is a powerful
message conveyed through interest-
ing black and red images. As in all the
paxes thatfoOow.thedancOT givean
exceptional performance.
Following is Triage" by Sarah
Pride '97. one of the pieces that ap-pea- rs
to address themes of love and
passion as well as provide commen-
tary on social coriformity. The most
captivating moment in this piece is a
male duet which is uncommon in
dance, but becoming nxreacceptable
as time goes by. The men move with
beauty and grace thatproves that they
are more rhanliftingprops forwomen,
which is the role men often have to
theendafl he warns is the"hardiness"
cf their home.
Noonecanandk'sbecausethefilm
is about the duality of lives. The
constant motif in the film is the fre-
quent discussion about "...the
Kandinsky with two sides." Even at
the end of the film, the filmmaker
TheJUm is aboutPad's world of
seduction forpleasure andhappiness
cndtheKiredses' worldofFph
penAouses, elephant jokes,
expensive paintings.
makes a hamhanded attempt just
loo blatant for anyone to bring this
idea across as Paul says ".-t- he
Kandinsky has two sides," as if he is
an immigrant whose only words of
English are these,when wiskedaway
by the police.
As if the ending to "Sen Midler's
List" wasn't insulting enough to the
taelligentiajiereisaaothe
who botches an easy jobby discredit-
ing the audience. He also fails to
maintain the autonomy of the two
worlds. -
The film is about Paul's world of
seduction for pleasure and happiness
and the Kinredges' world of Fifth
Avenue penthouses, elephant jokes
and expensive paintings. But when
Paul admits that an be really wants is
pan of the Kittredges' super-afQue- nt
play in dance performances.
Liz Stark 93 choreographed an-
other piece about human interaction,
especially the relationships between
men and women. Her movements
' take a humorous look at human mat-in-g
rituals, butmore importandy con-tamarncresomberloo- katrhe
struggles
between men and women.
BusSux"chcragraphedbyKim
Tria, artistic director of the show and
dance instructor at Wooster.isapiece
for anyone who calls themselves a
"people watcher." It is a story about
people waiting for a bus and the way
they move around each other in order
to avoid contact The main story
being danced for us is a duet between
Tria and Angelo Lemmo, a guest
performer and choreographer in this
spring's concert Thek interactions,
.
which are performed using many the-
atrical techniques, are pure comedy
and the entire piece is a joy to watch.
The dancers' roles are as caricatures
ofpeople we see everywhere,whether
it be on a bus stop bench or while
jogging through a park.
The lightirig for the concert is de-
signed by Dale Seeds, whose impec-
cable work is most stunningly exem-plifi-ed
in "Combinations," choreo
lifestyle, and when Ouisa questions
the motives, those two worlds are put
into jeopardy. Ouisa and "Paul" are
switching places.
Ban is theonly respectable charac-
ter. He knows the depth ofhis world,
and can live with it. The six degrees
go like this you (Ik Flan and Ouisa
(2); their children (3); the
diildnn'shcfTiosexual school-
mate who takes Paul in (4);
Paul (5), and Paul's rather,
Sidney Pettier (6). But as
Ouisa says,rigritafter the"pro-
found" remark which was not
quite so,besideabeingagood
feeling, "fflt's like Chinese
water torture, trying to figure
out who those six people are," says
one of the characters. Sure k is.
Lastly, this is a play made into a
movie, and it is visible. More suc-
cinctly, ifs a New York play made
into a movie, and ft panders to that
whole NYC egomania, pretentious
identity. The film tries to create a
grand theory that encapsulates the
whole universe "...this, film isn't
just about the whole universe, it's
about... LACK OF BREATH, (or
bread)' and never laughs at the
attempt,
UissoNewYorkian thatitisalmost
furmy.but at the same time not fumy,
because it doesn't go tar enough to
incite laughter. However it is pro
vocative, both intellectually and, for
some, sexually. However, in the final
analysis k is a failure.
in place
graphed by LaRae Barnes '94. In
soothing whites and blue-gree- ns, this
piece uses a style introduced by cho-
reographer Merce Cunningham. A
series ofcombinations ofmovements
are numbered and each are danced in
a random order by the performers. In
Barnes' piece the dancers call out to
the audience which combination they
are doing as the move from place to
place on the stage. The system is
effective as it pulls the viewer closer
to the action instead of passively
watching. . -
The piece "Warison", which
Lemmo choreographed using
Wooster student dancers, closes the
concert It brings the audience back
around to the themeofwar and the ills
of destruction as the dancers move to
militarydrurns,carrymg weapon-lik- e .
poles at times. The images in
Leinnw'spiece evokeemotions about
the devastating motions of armies as
they move through a war toward their:
ultimate demise. We are fortunate to
be able to see the impressive work of
a professional in our theater.
The Spring dance concert wiJJ con-unuetfiro- ugh
thisSaturday. Allshows
begin at 8:15 p.m.
fboupe resounds
By MARCUS McGRAW
T don't know what professors are
suppose to look like," said Quincy
Troupe, Wooster's Black Leader-in-Residenc- c.
before be started his po-
etry reading which would conclude
his visit
He was possibly answering ques-
tions in the minds of his audience.
They were confronted with a graying
man with dreadlocks, a goatee and an
earring, following an mtroduction
which revealed Troupe's success in
writing poetry and prose, as well as
his current occupation, professor of
literature at the Uruversiry ofCi
ma at San Diego.
Troupe has been visiting classes
during the last week and on Thursday
presented a public lecture on "African-A-
merican Culture and Art."
Throughout his vistt he has stressed
die importance of change, chaueng-m- g
artists to create new and original
work. Thislessonappean lobe deeply
influenced by one ofTroupe's peers.
Miles Davis. Troupe wrote "Miles:
The Aiaobk)graphy."abookon Davis'
lifeafter collaborating wimhu
allowed Troupe to write in Davis
voice. During Troupe's visit to the
Survey ofJazz class, he told students
that Miles thought most jazz musi-
cians were lazy because they only
played what dry knew best, rather
thanattempting tpproduce something
new. In Troupe's opinion, Davis-abili- ty
to change his style ofplay was
what made him so great
Last night at Troupe's reading, he
told his audience that he didn't want
to explain his poems or himself, but
instead let bis work speak for itself. It
did just that He did not just read his
poems, he became his poems by ac-
centuating images with a resonant
Guarding TessPG-- J 3
7:55, 10.05
D2 The Mighty Ducks
PG :
1:35,4.00,7:10,9:40
Lightning Jack PG-1- 3
1:00,3:15,530,7:50,
10:20 ' :
Monkey Trouble PG
1:20,330,5:40,7:50,
9:50 ;
MajorLeague II PG
1:00, 350, 530, 7:45,
10.00
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster
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voice and gesticulating throughout
his entire performance. Troupe's
poems reflect his ability to capture
and reproduce the distinct sound of
language that surrounds his world.
InTroupes lecture hediscussed the
influence thatAfrican American cul-
ture has had on the United States.
Tnis topic is too broad tocovey effec-
tively in a hour lecture, however.
Troupe was able to narrow his scope
by looking at specific examples such
as the use of call and response in
African American music.
Troupe stated ftatcaPandiesponse
is importarabecausekmakes people
listenand thenreact therebycreating
something new. He explained that "
this particular mode of expression
originates in Africa and was first '
used m the United Stales by slaves.
Church congregations also adopted
its use and soon rmisicians found k
effective. Troupe staled that African
American musicians today still use
eariy musical ideas that are based on
older traditions to create conternpo-rar-y
variations of theme, sometimes
unknowingly.
"I was talking to Snoop and he
thought he had invented something
new, but I told him that what he had
been doing call and response had '
started loruj ago," said Troupe. ' ; '
Call and response supported ;
'Troupe's idea that "African Aroeri- -'
can culture isahybrid culture," This,
he explained tscutaue ttiarhaben;
influenced by many different cul-
tures. This culture is constantly ,
changing and influencing other cul-,- ';
tares. In addition, he also errrpha- -
sized that the United States was not :
one white culture, but instead con-- "
tains multiple cdtures. However, he
added that African American culture ,
is still not receiving full recognition . '
Ctifford-P- G ?
1:45,3:50,5:50,8.06,9:55
ThumbelinaG f
1:30, 3:40, 5:45,8:00,
10:10 V v
Cops & RobbersonsPG
1:05, 3:10, 5:20, 730, 930
EightSeconds PG-1- 3
1:40,3-55,6.00,8.0- 5,
10:15 'ay - ;
SchindUrsUst J
1:10,5:15,9:15
" : Nopasses
$A11 shows before 6pm.
$325, all other shows $5.
(216)345-875- 5
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Scot baseball improves to 19-- 4
Doubleheader with Wittenberg Saturday
By MASK SOUS
As the Scot baseball team entered
the week with an impressive 17-- 4
record, the team was looking to gain
wins from Capital and Denison. The
week marked the first time the Scots
cracked the lop30of NCAA Division
III baseball (ranked 27th). Looking
for cooperation from Mother Nature,
the Scots hoped lo continue their win
streak. Itafortnnately for Coach Tim
Pctiorini and the Scots, the skies
opened up and dumped a large amount
of rain within the Wooster area, can-
celing the game against Capital and
moving the game against Denison
back K Thursday.
On a surprisingly beautiful, sunny
day, the Soots look advantage of the
GiiJd weather and tocfcadoubleheader
urn a pesky Denison Big Red base-ba- a
team. Although the field was
sanrated with water, the Scots were
able lo collect 24 hits and 1 6 runs on
the day.
In the first game, the Soots were
able lo get by Denison by a score of 6-- 5.
Up until the fifth inning the Scots
seemed c look Cat in their play.
The Scots had only scored one run
in four innings until an unusual play
uxuncd in the bottom of the fifth
inning and lighted the Scot's fire.
With Tim Pesorint95 err second '
base due to aJim Warga 94 sacrifice.
Terry Cladis 9S came to bat for the
Scots.
With two strikes on himself, Cladis
swung at strike three, but the catcher
didnotcatch the ball and Cladis rushed
to first base. Cladis slid safely into
first as Pettorini sprinted for third
base. Pettorini rounded third base loo
far, which caused him to run into his
father. Coach Pttwrim. Pettorini, the
player, then rushed back quickly to
third base, aware that he had rounded
third base too far.
This intense action stirred the
Denison coach lo come out of the
dugout and argue loudly with the
umpires that Coach Pettorini had
"pushed" his son back to third base,
which would have caused Pettorini lo
be out automatically. Not seeing the
play, the umpires ruled that Peaorini
would remain safe at third base.
The inning was then capped by
Chris Gngolani's 94 lowering home
run lo right center field which plated
three Scots and put the Scot ahead for
good.
In the first game, swinging the hot
stick for the Scots was Ongolarri,
Peaorini and Matt Vincler '94.
Gngolani collected two bits and three
RBI in the game. The three RBI
pushed his total to an impressive 44
RBI on the season. Peaorini gathered
Relay team sets school record
By PAUL KINNEY
' Despite being the only non-Divi-si-onl
team in the field.The College of
Wcosters track teams turned in some
aclidrormances at the non-scori- ng
Unrversity of Akron Invinrional last
Saturday.
'. The highlight of the meet was the
women's 3.200-mete- r relay, which
set a school record with a time of
939.5. Running for the Lady Scots
were Emily Moorefkld and Marcy
Hunt 94isndAmy Hansenand Mich-el-k
Poolers.
Ttwasanoutstaiiilingpcribnnance,
especially on such a windy day," said
Wooster Head Coach Dermis Rice.
Tor their efforts each woman re-
ceived the Golden Shoe awardRice
said, referring to the small plastic,
trophies that the members of the win- -'
ning relay were presented.
Also nabbing one of the Golden
Shoe Awards was Claire Roberts 94.
who won the 400-met- er dash with a
time of 593. to
Top performances for the Scots
were turned in by David Bower "95
and Pieter Sarverda 95.
Wow you can have
accepted credit card In the
T ZS.-- WT deserve
credit cards-Ti-n your name, even It yuu AKt ntw in
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN DEFOREI
VISA and
and need fo-r-
STORESTUrnON ENTERTAIrENT
EMERGENCY CASH TICKETS RESTAURANTS
HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTALS
REPAIRS AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING I
!. Your
up two hits for the Scots. Vincleralso
had two hits in the game, including a
line drive home run that squeezed
over the 360-fo- ot sign in the left cen-
ter part of Art Murray Field.
Gaining his eighth victory of the
season on the mound was Brett Beech
94 who relieved the starter Brian
Makowski 96. Although not gaining
a decision, Makowski pitched solid 5
23 innings of ball for the Scots.
In the second game of the day, the
Scots were able to dominate to a 1 0-- 3
victory. Getting his third win of the
season on the hill for the Scots was
Barry Qaddock 94. Craddock gave
up only three hit in 6 13 innings of
impressive pitching.
Finishing up on the hill in the sec-
ond game was Nick Donatelli 96.
DonateUi gathered one strikeout and
gave him a team leading 36 strikouts
on the season.
The Scots were also able to gather
up 10 runs and 13 hits in the second
game. Leading the way for the Scots
wasVaxler,Gladis,PettorimandMaa
Palm 95. Vincler had an outstanding
day at the plate by going 3--4. with
three RBI. Cladis, Pettorini and Palm
aHhadtwohit,apeceinthetwinbiIL
The two victories moved the Scots
record to 19-- 4 going into a double-head- er
with Wittenberg this
Bower look second in me400-mete- r
dash, and Sarverda chalked up a sec-ond-pl- ace
finish in the 400 hurdles.
Bower arid Salverda laterjoined forces
with Jon Jones 96 and Mike Bazzoli
97 to take third place in the 400-met- er
relay with a time of 43.4.
These men ran extremely well to-
day," said Rice, adding that each one
also received a Golden Shoe Award.
Both Wooster learns are scheduled
run again today at Oberlin. After
that, the Scots and Lady Scots will
compete in the aQ-Ohi- o Meet next
Saturday.
two of the mot recognized and
wortd-V- Us and MasterCard
MasterCard the credit cards you
ID ECOKS -- DEPARTMENT
No torn downs!
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Ro security deposit!
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phoco by BRITTANY BULLARD
The Scot lacrosse team overpowered Lake Forest last Saturday 20--4.
Ob Wednesday, the Scots defeated Kenjon 10--S.
Pillion leads Scots
over Kenyon 10--8
NEWS SERVICES
Wooster men's lacrosse Coach Tim Clark is hoping that wins over Lake
Forest and Kenyon this past week will give the team a shot in the arm when it
takes on OhioWesleyan tomorrow in Delaware. The Scots record now stands
at 4--6 overall and 1-- 3 in the North Coast Amletic Conference.
MarcmPiffionaridSccttSzwedaledte
over Lake Forest this past Saturday at Carl Dale Memorial Field. Pillion and
Szweda netted five goals each. Glenn Nurmi 94 added five assisa in the
winning cause.
On Wednesday. Wooster picked up its fimcorifererce victory c the season
against Kenyon 10-- 8 in Cambier. Pillion again led the way with two goals and
three assists. James Webb 94 and Alex Condon 94 each added two goals.
IndivijuaDy.PillkmcxxuiriuesUD
Condon has scored 19 goals, while Szweda has 13 goals and Cve assists.
Wooster Sports Information Hotline
(216)263-206- 6
EZ CARD, HOT 16516, ATLANTA, GA 30321
YlliSo 1 wmni V1SLVMASTERCARD Credit
Quda approved lrranedlateh. 100 GUARANTEED!
NAME
ADDRESS
CTTY
STUDENT? TeB Wo gg,
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The national pastime: Is it baseball or
The boys ofsummer willforever be
part ofAmerica's national pastime
By JASON GINDELE
Every year people argue over what
sport is America's national pastime.
It is impossible to outline the stan-
dards necessary for the honor, but
baseball, football and even basketball
are the oft-mentio- ned candidates who
seem to fit the requirements.
The argument should be laid to rest
until sometime in the 21st century.
Baseball has been the national pas-
time as long as we've known, and it
will continue to be so for years to
come.
The big difference between base-
ball and the other two sports is his-
tory. Neither football nor basketball
has such a rich career. Once these
other sports can boast a history that
spans 125 years abirthday that base-
ball is celebrating now then the ar-
gument can be resurrected.
The game has transcended the U.S.
borders to become a global sport,
second only to soccer. The names of
American legends are recognizable in
countries around the world: Babe
Ruth, Ted Williams, Cy Young. Joe
DiMaggio, Hank Aaron, Mickey
Manile.NolanRyan, Lou Gehrig, Bob
Feller. Ty Cobb.
Future legends are being groomed
today on the baseball diamonds of
cities across the nation. The list of
names will continue to grow, as the
boys of summer are the idols of
America.
Last year, nearly 70 million fans
filled the stands to watch the game,
and three teamssetattendance records.
The Colorado Rockies, an expansion
team, brought in over 50JXO fans to
every one of its 81 home games.
GcHng to the ballpark is an event in
itself. Baseball will forever be a fam-
ily game, complete with nachos, hot
dogs and foul balls, which cannot be
Kugler to appear on television Sunday
Wooster student Rob Kugler 95 wiD
sporoprogramSiMKJayoQUumelG, wsiA-- l v. ok coiumBojABC-r- v imitate.
Kujler will appear in short musical segmaus throughout the show. .
r
Cruise Ship
Hiring
Earn up to $2j000mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-To- ur
companies.
World Travel.
Summer A. Full-Ti- me
employment available. .
No exp. necessary.
For irrfcroiation, call
1-206-634-
-0468
OLC3562
said for either football or basketball.
There is an atmosphere at a baseball
game mat will never be matched, and
this atmosphere is getting better each
year with new baseball-onl- y stadiums
such as Jacobs Field in Cleveland,
The Ballpark at Arlington, Texas, and
Oriole Park at Camden Yards in Bal-
timore. The new parks are helping to
keepbaseballat theforefrontofAmeri-
can sport well into the next century.
But it is not only at the big-leag- ue
level where baseball differs from the
other sports. From the majors to the'
minors and down through Little
League, baseball boasts an incredible
organizational structure. Thousands
of children grow up with a baseball
helmet on their heads. The number
wearing football helmets pales in com-
parison.
Baseball pervades the nation's so-
ciety. Fathers play catch with their
kids in the backyard, neighborhood
children play baseball in the street,
.and companies organize yearly pic-
nics around Softball games. It is a
sport that almost everyone can take
part in and enjoy.
The argument for baseball as
America's national pastime is simple
and obvious, yet there are still those
who try toelevate footballandbasket-
ball to thesame leveL Basketball isup
and coming, and football is here to
stay.but when the world looksat sport
inAmerica, they thinkbaseball. Base-ba- ll
has earned the honor ofbeing the
representative sport of the nation.
Is there anything more gripping
than a 4-- 3 game with two outs in the
bottom of the ninth, a runner on third
and the league's best power hitter
striding to the plate to challenge the
league's bestyoung hurier? Thecrack
of the bat will forever be part of
America's naticmlpastirne. pigskins
will not.
be anxarauj on The Zone." a popular
WANTED
ATTENTION Dependable
workerfcrkeam Parlor in Putin--
Bay. 40-5-0 hoursweek, good
pay, bousing available. Enjoy is-
land life and a great summer job.
Contact Sally Stevens (419)884-192- 7.
The Security Office is currently
advertising for positions as Rover
Dispatcher for the 1994-9-5 school
year. Those interested should con-
tact SuJOlentEmriovmentby April
22.1994. ... .. ,. . . J,
The National Football League is the choice ofthe people
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Baseball is still America'spastime,
right?
- Wrong.
Football has surpassed baseball as
our national sport There are many
reasons for football's new national
prominence as well as strong evi-
dence to support my claim.
Numerous fan surveys taken in the
last one- - to two-ye-ar period have
shown without a shadow of a doubt
that the country is simply more inter-
ested in football The NFL draft (this
Sunday) is televised, while Major
League baseball's entry draft is not
The NFL's minor leagues, college
football, is showcased across the na-
tion each weekend, while baseball's
minor league games are never shown
on television. NFL stadiums are al-
most always sellouts, while baseball
stadiums rarely, if ever sell out .
Fox television bought the rights to
NFL football for an unprecedented
amount of money, because NFL
viewership on television is on therise,
while baseball viewership is on the
decline, with ESPN and CBS losing
I.M. softball kicks off
ft'-- " t S A
v
.
VThe 1994 intramural softball season
Black Women's
Recognition Day
Brunch: 12pjn.-2p.r- n.
Luce Multipurpose Room
limited Seating
Tickets Available at
Lowry Front Desk
"What about Black Womyn"
McGaw ChapeL 8 pjn.
'.i k v. .v.Meaxjein usl
bundles on its baseball telecasts.
What about thegames themselves?
Baseball is slow, methodical and
sometimes dull. Teams play 162 game
schedules, in which most games are
relatively meaningless. However,
football teams play 16 game sched-
ules in whicheach week is a do-or-d- ie
contest The pressure on the players
to perform is at its peak in football,
and Americans love to watch this.
Football has crucial matchups each
week. At theend of last year' s regular
season, the Dallas Cowboys-Ne-w
York Giant matchup was very impor-
tant because the two teams were vy-
ing for home-fiel- d advantage in the
playoffs, the NFC East title was at
stake, and because the two teams are
bitter rivals within their division.
Baseball doesn't offer these sorts of
matchups. Who cares if the Atlanta
Braves play mePhiladelphia Phillies?
The two will play so many games
against each other during the season,
one game becomes insignificant The
pressureelementdoesnotexist Now,
if the two teams played once in At-
lanta and once in Philadelphia during
the season, that might be exciting. '
fa underway. Games are played on
MINI STORAGE
CALL
262-RE- NT
Sizes to meet your needs
Locations for your convenience
Prices to meet your budget
Special rates with a
- 4 month payment
COLDWELL BANKER
MD. HERSHBERGER REALTY,
football?
.
Football teams play 16 games each
season. Each game lasts three hours.
Each team runs about 65 plays. There
are no rain delays, makeup games, or
best-o- f --seven game scries. Football
players play under pressure.
c Many people have offered the ar-
gument that baseball is a thinking
man's game that involves the need for
great strategy. Football players have
to deal with a clock winding down,
baseball teams do not There are
penalties to overcome for football
players. Also, great matchups exist
all over the field and substitutions
immediately affect strategy. Football
players, as former Steeler Terry
Bradshaw once said,are on a stage for
16 games, which last three hours each.
These athletes have 48 hours to per-
former a pressure-fille- d stage in front
of the nation.
In today's fast-pac- ed society, fans
want to watch the drama of Sunday
afternoon football, rather than long,
slow, often meaningless baseball
games. Sorry baseball purists, but
football is now the national pastime
and should only become more popu-
lar as time goes by.
season fry; T ffv
photo by UZ MADISON
the Quad.
Antique & Artisan
Emporium
Downtown at
215 W. Liberty. Wooster
Antiques Collectibles
Leather 'Jewelry
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Scots continue dream season
Wooster's record stands at 13--2 following win at OWU
Bj MARX HUGH
The College of Woosers men's
terras team gained a mcjiuic of re-
venge this week from last year's dis-appcxnr- ing
season.
The Scots defeated Depauw and
Ohio Wesleyan. learns that combined
lo beat Wooster four tunes test sea-
son. Wooster's only setback came at
the hands of the defending Division
III National Champions. Kalamazoo.
The Scots record now stands at 13--2
overall, 20 in me NCAC
Competing mineGreat I aknTour-name- nt
this past weekend, Wooster
drew me number two seed behind
Kalamazoo. The Scots were looking
for a second place finish 10 cement
rheirposixion among the national pow-
ers.
The Scots drew Hope College in
the first round. The Flying Dutchmen
proved lo be no match for Wooster as
the Scots look the match 8--1.
This set up semifinal matchup
wim DePsuw. who defeated the Scots
5--2 last year.
For the first urne against a Division
III team, the Scots fell behind early.
They dropped two of three doubles
matches. The only win came at third
doubles, where David Hindle 95 and
Ward Fisher 96 won in two tough
At number one doubles James
Weaver 94 and Warren Cham-A-Koo- n
95 banled back from a first set
setback lo send the match to a third set
be-breaker.-only rdrop the De-brea- ker
8--6.
"We looked at the 2--1 deficit as
Gude leads Scots into second
By NEWS SERVICES
One small stroke could make a big difference for the Wooster Fighting Scot golf team this season.
Wooster edged nationally ranked John Carroll by one stroke at the ParlorBank OneEcono Lodge Invitational over
' the weekend, and that should enable the Scots lo move up from the 19ih spot in the next NCAA Division in Pofl.
Three Wooster golfen finished in the lop six. including Ken Gude "95. who was second wim a 36-ho- le lotal of 154.
Gary Nye 96 was fifth with a score of 158. followed by Don Miksch '94. who was bed for sixth with a 159.
Overall, Gude leads the team with an average of76 .8 strokes per round. Miksch is next with an average of79.9 strokes
per round, and Nye is third wiA an average of 80.2 strokes per round.
Other contributors include Steve Hardy "94, who averages 84.8, aridSteve King 97and Adam Seib
86J and 88J strokes per round, respectively.
The Scots hope lo continue rheircaisistemplan when they return to actOT
The CoDowing week. Wooster will play in the Indiana (Pa.) Invitational and the Wittenberg Invitational.
Sports Challenge
Wkem was the last tkae the
New York Butn won the
Stanley Cap?
another challenge that we had to meet
to prove ourselves as a team," said
Weaver.
Needing to take four of the six
singles matches, the Scots expected
lo pick up points at the bottom of the
lineup. But on this day the lop four
2) :
ptaao by NEWS SERVICES
Peter JamesS.
players for the Scots were the heroes.
Weaver picked up the first win at
number four singles, serving and vol-
leying to a straight set victory.
Johan Nybkxn "96 overpowered
his opponent in a two set win at num-
ber two.
At number one, after winning the
first set 6-- 0. Cham-A-Ko- on had to
'bank to a three set victory against one
of the top players in the nation. Bob
Kanaka. .
The clinching victory came at num-
ber three singles, where Peter James
95 rallied from a 5-- 2 first set deficit to
win 7--5. 6-- 1.
"Even though we were down, we
always believed we were going to
The
baseball:
orooTow-Winenbe- rg (2) (H) 1 .--00
golf:
SaL-Surt-DenisonCa-
pital Invite
pull it out," said James.
The Scots faced Kalamazoo in the
finals, who proved to be the first Divi-
sion UI team this season Wooster
could not handle.
The Hornets look the match 7-- 1.
The only point for the Scots came at
number three singles where James
won by default.
The highlight of the match was
Nyblom's play atnumber two singles.
Playing one of the lop players in the
country, Nyblom gave Andrew
Abimo all he could handle.
He look the first set 64 and was up
5--4 wiih a match point, but Alaimo
rallied lo take the set 7-- 5 and the third
6--2.
On Tuesday the Scots traveled to
Ohio Weskyan looking to avenge
three losses to the Bishops a year ago.
Wooster set the tone of the match
by taking all three doubles matrhrs
At number one doubles Weaver and
Cham-A-Ko- on were extended to a
third set tie-break- er. In the breaker
the Scots faced a match point but
rallied to win 8--6.
The Scots clinched the win by tak-
ing the lop three singles matches.
Cham-A-Ko- on dropped the first
set in a tie-brea-ker but look the next
two sets 6-- 2, 6-- 1.
Nyblom was dominant at number
two, winning 6-- 1. 6--1.
James dropped the first three games
of this match but cruised to a 6-- 3. 6--1
win.
Wooster heads into the latter part of
its schedule with a conference
matchup with Denison at home on
Monday.
upcoming week in Sports:
sea's lacrosse:
lomorrow-OW- U (A) 1:00
women's lacrosse:
torncrrow-Buffal- o (A) 1.-0-0
-- x- v.
A
Number one singles player Gina Castro 9t prepares to serve in the
Lady Scots' 8--1 loss at the hands of Oberlin.
Reinhart leads the
way for Lady Scots
NEWS SERVICES
Following an 8--1 loss at Oberlin on
Wednesday.the Lady Scot tennis team
dropped to 6--7 overall and 1- -1 in the
Norm Coast Athletic Conference. Last
Saturday, Wooster defeated Allegh-
eny 8-- 1 in MeadviHe, Pa.
Individually. Andrea Reinhart 96
sports the team's best record an 8--3
mark at number two singles. She is
Scot Results
golf: men's lacrosse:
2nd in Wooster Invite Wooster 20, Lake Forest 4
Wooster 10. Kenyon 8
men's tennis
Wooster 8, Hope 1 women's lacrosse:
Wooster 5. DePauw 4 Wooster 17. Oberlin 13
Kalamazoo 7. Wooster 1
Wooster 6, OWU 3 baseball:
Wooster 6, Denison 5
women's tennis: Wooster 10, Denison 3
Wooster 8, Allegheny 1
Oberlin 8, Wooster 1
women's tennis:
today-Wioenbe- rg (A) 3:30
track and field:
today --Oberiin (A)
pbMo by MARIAH LEEDS
6--6 at number one doubles with her
partner, Gina Castro 96. In addition.
Castro has a 5-- 6 record at number one
singles, while Jill Chokey 95 is 6-- 6 at
number three singles. The team of
Chokey and Amy Clatworthy '97 is
6--5 at number two doubles, and Sarah
Mickelson '97 and Patricia Smith 97
are 7-- 5 at number three doubles.
The Lady Scots travel to Spring-
field to take on Wittenberg today.
Quote of the week
It they don't let me play, I'll
take my ball and go home."
appeared on a shirt worn by
Philadelphia Philliefirst baseman
JohnKruk
